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Cumulus Looks For Turnaround Through New Hires. In a clear sign of its intentions to improve station programming and 
post more ratings wins, Cumulus Media has appointed five new corporate programming VPs, including four freshly hired 
industry vets. The new positions, which span research, strategy and specific formats, are part of an expanded Office Of 
Programming intended as a resource center for local markets, and not as a corporate cram-down, the company says. “Many 
of the markets were in a position of command and control being at the corporate level and the 
opinions locally were often discounted,” Mike McVay, senior VP, content and programming, 
told Inside Radio. “We’re turning the corporate programming role to be more of a resource 
where we can provide the tools, information and guidance for the station and they can use 
it as needed in their particular market.” McVay, who spent decades as a consultant before 
joining the company, likens the new positions to an outside consultant who helps a station 
create a strategy and offers suggestions on execution. “In no way is it intended to be top-
down,” he says. McVay will work closely with senior VP of operations Bob Walker, who has 
taken over administrative responsibilities for the Office of Programming. Walker’s expanded 
role includes identifying a “high impact list” of stations that need attention from an ROI perspective. That’s consistent with 
CEO Mary Berner’s Highest and Best Use (HABU) mantra when it comes to resource allocation. Using Walker’s list, McVay 
will assign people from the Office Of Programming to work with those stations in tandem with their senior VPs and market 
managers. “It’s really important that every market manager and programmer sees this as a resource—no command and 
control from the top.” 

Cumulus VPs Bring Experience, Insights, Analytics. Two of the five new vice president appointments made by Cumulus 
Media are designed to arm the company’s programmers with better information and insights about their stations and 
audiences. As VP, ratings and research, Dr. Ed Cohen has been designated as the company’s internal ratings expert, tasked 
with drilling down into the numbers and drawing on 16 years of experience at Arbitron and Nielsen. Cohen will ascertain the 
ratings situation in local markets and look for ways to maximize audience opportunities in a way that “leads to best practices,” 
says senior VP, content and programming, Mike McVay. His arrival is part of a renewed emphasis on data and analytics 
at Cumulus. As VP, analytics, Ralph Cipolla will help stations analyze their music content to give programmers “a clearer 
vision of what their position is vs. their competition,” McVay says. Cipolla joins from Cipolla Analytics and Airplay GPS, 
which specialize in performance analytics, after spending a decade as a consultant at Jacobs Media. Cohen and Cipolla 
will complement Val Garris, who is reassigned from VP, programming to VP, analytics. Also joining the company are former 
iHeartMedia senior VP of programming Doug Hamand as VP, programming operations. The veteran has held various senior 
programming posts at iHeart Media/Clear Channel, including regional VP, programming, Tampa/St. Petersburg for over 21 
years. Newly named VP, CHR and hot AC, Cat Thomas, arrives following a 27-year career with CBS Radio, where he was 
VP, programming for its six-station Las Vegas cluster. New Roster—Cumulus promotions bring some new thinking to 
formats; get the story at InsideRadio.com.

Berner’s Local-First Approach Bears Fruit. From the start of her tenure as Cumulus Media CEO last year, Mary Berner 
pledged to shift station decision-making from the corporate level to the local markets. Yesterday the company announced it 
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had changed reporting structure with local program directors now reporting directly to market managers and given control 
over day-to-day programming of stations. Local programmers and operations managers report directly to their market 
managers, who in turn report to a senior VP. The newly expanded office of programming is positioned “to the side of that,” 
according to senior VP, content and programming, Mike McVay, “to be a resource activated by the market manager or the 
SVP.” One of the goals is to better “connect the dots” between programming and sales on the local level. For her part, Berner 
says no one knows their markets better than the people who live and work there. “We believe that the injection of more local 
insight and more effective corporate support into our programming decisions will drive improved ratings outcomes for our 
stations,” Berner said in a news release. During the past three months, since it first began to allow more local autonomy in 
decision-making, McVay says the company has improved its ratings in New York, Minneapolis, Dallas and other markets. 
“We’re seeing ratings growth in the last three months and we expect that to continue,” he says. 

Huge Hispanic Radio Market—An Inside View. Nielsen’s recently released study of Hispanic radio listening habits 
confirms a startlingly dedicated demographic—97% of the Latino population tunes into radio each week. Given that total, 
Inside Radio dug deeper into the topic with Nielsen Audio’s director of sales Rich Tunkel. “The story of the importance of 
radio to Hispanics is not a new one, but amid so much media fragmentation and changes in the marketplace, it is amazing 
how steady and stable radio remains for this demographic,” he says. “When you look across metrics—how many people, how 
often they’re tuning and how long they’re spending—it’s clear that radio is not going away.” 
Tunkel adds that Nielsen’s research of Latin-audience listening further reveals that the habits 
of younger and older Hispanics demonstrate “more similarities between generations than 
you might think.” Among all age groups, including Millennials, Gen X and Baby Boomers, 
the dominant format is regional Mexican. “The format definitely reigns supreme for all ages 
of Hispanics. It’s more a factor of language than generation,” adds Tunkel. Among Hispanics 
that were born in the U.S., Tunkel says you see English-language music stations such as CHR, hot AC and urban coming 
in as a second and third choice, “whereas they seldom show up for older generations.” First and foremost, he stresses, 
radio stations have “got to be culturally relevant.” That explains why sports stations rarely are among the top 10 formats for 
Hispanics—although when there is coverage of a particularly favored event, such as the World Cup, “listening goes through 
the roof.” The New Originals—Country of origin makes a world of difference regarding what formats work best in 
different parts of the U.S. for Hispanic listeners. For more, go to InsideRadio.com.

Crystal Ball on 2016 Programmatic: On the Rise. Automated ad sales at radio will shift from education to execution in 
2016, according to the CEO of the tech company that powers programmatic ad buying platforms like the industry wide 
exchange Expressway from Katz and iHeart Media’s private marketplace. “A lot people were asking questions and being 
educated last year,” Jelli CEO Mike Dougherty tells Inside Radio. “What’s coming this year is more execution-oriented. The 
amount of dollars flowing is going to be significant.” Two big programmatic events are on the horizon. Expressway from Katz 
and iHeartMedia initiatives are expected to launch in the first half of the year. Second, more audience data will be infused 
into buying platforms, Dougherty says, so that audiences can be bought based on psychographics, product affinity and 
intention to buy a specific product – instead of just core demographics. “Data is transforming how people think about buying 
radio,” he says. Jelli’s ad technology is currently live on 1,276 stations located in 193 of the top 200 cities, the company says, 
a growth rate of 219% from the prior year. That number is primarily composed of iHeartMedia’s private exchange of its 850 
radio stations, along with all of Entercom’s and Townsquare Media’s stations and many owned by CBS Radio and Emmis. 
The reach of Jelli-enabled platforms increased by 316% year-over-year, the company says. Jelli’s radio partners increased 
the amount of ad inventory available programmatically tenfold by the end of 2015. After starting at less than 5% of their 
inventory at the beginning of 2015, the amount of inventory radio companies have made available for sale via Jelli-powered 
platforms has “grown significantly,” according to Dougherty. Setting the Tone in 2015—Last year saw 11 of the top 13 U.S. 
agencies buying using Jelli-powered programmatic platforms; get the full story at InsideRadio.com.
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Best Of The Blogs—Mining CBS Radio’s Content Treasure. There’s a gold mine of content available below the radar 
on CBS Radio’s Radio.com app and portal. The radio group’s “Alpha” stations were never publicized, and they live “deep in 
the ‘exclusive stations’ pile at Radio.com, according to veteran radio aficionado Sean Ross’ latest “Ross On Radio” entry. 
In this week’s Inside Radio Best of the Blogs, we learn about Ross’ insider look at “Intriguing Stations of 2015,” including 
the CBS Alpha stations, which feature personalized online versions of the company’s biggest brands. Those include CHR 
“97.1 Amp Radio” KAMP Los Angeles, classic hits WCBS-FM New York, hot AC “Alice 97.3” KLLC San Francisco, country 
WYCD Detroit, modern rock KROQ Los Angeles, classic rock WZLX Boston and adult alternative WXRT Chicago. Ross 
explains that the Alpha stations roughly parallel the music mix of their namesake stations, but they have a skip button and 
fewer commercials, which he says acknowledges broadcast radio’s two biggest vulnerabilities. These stations make Ross’ 
list of intriguing stations because they “are broadcast stations, and they aren’t,” he writes. “They are broadcast stations that 
extended themselves into digital in creative ways. And they are digital pureplays that appropriated elements of broadcast 
radio. They are, in that regard, exactly what should be happening right about now.” Ross’ column also takes a look at Apple’s 
Beats 1, CBS Radio rhythmic CHR “Power 96” WPOW Miami, Hubbard CHR “Movin’ 92.5” KQMV Seattle, iHeartMedia 
modern rock “The Buzz” KTBZ Houston and Jerry Lee Broadcasting’s evolving AC “101.1 More FM” WBEB Philadelphia. 
You can read the whole blog post HERE.

Connected-Car Upgrades Revving Up. Smartphone innovation continues, but smart-car tech is also picking up mileage. 
As in-car technology advances, autos themselves are becoming the wired-in hub for entertainment and information, 
replacing the phones as the connective tissue for digital functions. That idea has had a 
huge effect on manufacturing. As more auto companies integrate Apple’s CarPlay and 
Android Auto in vehicles, and digital dashboards become mobile head-ends, consumers 
are expected to shift their use from smartphone connections to these built-in platforms. 
That will inspire a new wave of in-car apps and entertainment options. Within four 
years, in-vehicle infotainment systems will generate more than $600 million from such 
services as in-vehicle gaming and advanced traffic solutions, according to MediaPost 
and Juniper Research. “Consumers will expect the same levels of speed, functionality 
and services they now get from their smartphone providers,” MediaPost notes. Hyundai, 
General Motors, Honda and Volkswagen offer CarPlay in some 2016 models either as a 
standard feature or an upgrade, while Android Auto is also available through a variety of 
car companies. For radio broadcasters, connected cars offer new ways for drivers to seamlessly access streamed offerings 
and on-demand audio. Technology experts expect that major technology companies, including Google, Apple and Amazon, 
will rush to create new products that can be downloaded in connected cars. Amazon, for instance, already announced that 
its voice-controlled smart service Echo will be able to interact with Ford’s Synch in-vehicle system. 

More News, Better Updates—Get the Industry’s Full Story at InsideRadio.com. Radio Hosts Hit NH For ‘Primary Radio 
Row’… Raphael Promoted To SVP at Greater Media… Key Promotions Up Entravision Integrated Marketing… Read these 
and other stories as they happen at InsideRadio.com, your online destination for breaking news.

Inside Radio is written by Paul Heine, Chuck Taylor and Allison Romano, and is edited by Rob Edelstein.  If you have 
comments on a story, a news release, or a news tip, send it to editor@insideradio.com, or call 800-275-2840.  To 
advertise in Inside Radio, contact Karen Bak karynbak@insideradio.com, and for anything else, contact Gene McKay, 
genemckay@insideradio.com

— Get more news, people moves and insider extras @ www.insideradio.com. —
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GENERAL SALES MANAGER OPPORTUNITIES - GREENVILLE, NC & AUGUSTA, GA
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is seeking two take-charge, dynamic, motivated radio sales leaders to manage 
our sales teams in Greenville, North Carolina and Augusta, Georgia.  The ideal candidate for each GSM 
position must create a culture of excellence, practice strong communication and presentation skills and 
demonstrate an ability to recruit top-performing sales talent.  The qualified candidate must have a proven 
track record in successfully developing, managing and leading a sales team.   

Qualifications:

• Minimum of four years of successful experience as a media account executive required.
• Minimum of two years of media management experience preferred. 
• Demonstrated history of revenue goal achievement, with consistent growth.
• Proven ability to coach and lead sales management teams across multiple markets to 
 deliver revenue budget. 
• Motivate account executives toward successfully maintaining strong relationships with local 
 and regional accounts and advertising agencies. 
• Build and maintain a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Work directly with key account executives to close business.
• Establish a quantifiable network of solid relationships with agency planners and clients.
• Stellar writing and presentations skills.

Send cover letter and resume to:    
Heather Monahan heather@bbgi.com 

and Kim Barber kim.barber@bbgi.com 
Beasley Media Group, Inc. is an Equal Opportunity Employer

VP/GM
BOISE, IDAHO

We have a rare opening for a 
VP/GM for our 4-station 

Boise radio cluster.  

We also operate a
co-owned TV station, so there 
are lots of opportunities to do 

big things together! 

Looking for a people-oriented, 
culture-building, strategic leader 

who loves to win.
EOE. Referrals or letters of 
interest held in confidence.  

Drop me an e-mail:  
steve.wexler@scripps.com

www.scripps.com

SALES MANAGEMENT
Due to recent expansion of our 
company, Forever Media Inc. is 
seeking applicants for several 

positions in sales management 
across our company. If you love 
selling radio and would like teach 

the secrets of your success to 
others, Forever Media would 

like to talk to you about becoming 
part of our team! 

We are a privately owned 
company that is expanding in 
Pennsylvania and surrounding 
areas. Minimum of two years 
sales management or selling 
experience in media sales is 

required. Positions are available in 
our Johnstown, State College and 
Gettysburg/York markets. EOE. 
Send resume, cover letter and 

salary requirements to:  
careers@forevermediainc.com 

SALES MANAGER 
Coastal Florida Dream Job!

 

Looking for energetic team leader 
who loves doing it all.  Events, 
promotions, production.  Good 

base, commissions and bonuses.
 

Send resume and mp3 of why 
you’re right for this job!   
Send in confidence to:

apply@insideradio.com
EOE
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